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For this first issues we put a spotlight on

Asia. Discover hand-selected stories about

the Asian market, airlines, and airports.

On top of that, you can discover lots of

insights about sustainability, brand-new

interviews, latest new as well as personal

opinions.

Have a great time while reading!

Enjoy!

Benjamin

Fuel management and digital approaches

—more than ever— play  an essential role at

airlines worldwide. However, we know it's

not that easy to find relevant information,

tips, or ideas. 

That's why we thought it's time to launch a

magazine that is purely focused on that

one essential thing: Airline Fuel

Management.

Every quarter we will provide you with

fresh stories, industry insights, and much

more.
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I S  AS IA  DO ING  ENOUGH  TO  LEAD

THE  D IG I TAL  FUEL  MANAGEMENT

REVOLUT ION ?

c o v e r  s t o r y  —  s p o t l i g h t  on  a s i a

It is difficult to find positive news in the

aviation industry currently. However, it is

undeniable that there is something going

on. Worldwide airlines and airports are

starting to focus on Digital Fuel

Management solutions that connect

airlines and fuel provider seamlessly. In the

past, Asia has been at the forefront of

digital innovations, but are they doing

enough to do that again here?

Good Reputation, But Do You Want To
Look Further?

However, what happens if we look a little

bit more closely. Are Asia’s Airlines that

innovative in all areas? We all know that

the customer-facing activities are getting

all the media attention, and Asian Airlines

are doing a great job promoting the

digitalization in those areas. Fair play to 

When it comes to digitalization, it is

difficult to deny Asia’s position as an

outright global leader. The efforts the

countries, especially in the east and south-

east, make to advance the digitalization in

every sector are remarkable. This also

applies to the countless advancements in

the aviation industry in this region of the

world. Over the last two decades, many

airlines have developed into global players.

Much of that is due to their relentless

pursuit of digital solutions to improve their

performance, efficiency, and reputation.

them, as it seems like they know how to

handle their public image very well.But

does that carry over to the operational

processes as well? Improving the

turnaround process is still an area most

airlines can excel at. Every single delay

second costs an airline hard cash.

Especially right now, every single dollar

saved is a welcome relief from burning

through cash as most aircraft have to stay

grounded.
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I S  AS IA  DO ING  ENOUGH  TO  LEAD  THE  D IG I TAL  FUEL

MANAGEMENT  REVOLUT ION ?

c o v e r  s t o r y  —  s p o t l i g h t  on  a s i a

Asia Needs To Focus On Digital Fuel
Management Now
From working with many Asian airline

clients in the past, I can tell you that there

is still massive room for improvement in

their turnaround process – and especially

one part of it: the fueling process. This

essential part of the turnaround has been

neglected over the past. It isn’t easy to

streamline the process across all airports

with the different fueling provider. Every

contractor uses a different IT system, so

rather keep relying on verbal and paper-

based communication than revolutionizing

this process.

Your Competition Is Not Sleeping
Anymore
This hasn’t been a massive disadvantage

for Asian airlines, as all other global

competitors have done it similarly.

However, it feels like things are changing,

and Asia’s airlines have to act now, or they

risk losing their position as a digitalization

role model.

Europe Is Leading The Digital Fuel
Management Revolution
Many global airlines, especially in Europe,

turn to digital solutions to facilitate

communication between airlines and fuel

providers. By using standardized digital

communication schemes, you don’t need

to adjust to every single contractor’s IT

system anymore. Now you can configure

your system once, and the exchange is

handled automatically from there. 

Considerable improvements in process

quality can be achieved through that while

also adjusting to the current COVID-19

situation by limiting personal interactions.

The Right Time Is Now!

As you can see, this little revolution is
made for our current times. Improving
efficiency and cutting costs while
limiting personal interactions. Currently,
over 45 airports worldwide are using
such a system, but only two are located
in Asia. 

This, paired with the easy-to-achieve
benefits of such a solution, should be a
wake-up call for all Asian airlines.To
answer the question posed initially: No,
Asia is not doing enough to lead the
digital fuel management revolution.
Other regions and airlines are far ahead
of them currently. Acting right now will
help to close that gap.
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CATHAY  PAC I F I C  JUST  MADE  A

BOLD  MOVE  THAT ’S  D I F FERENT

FROM  WHAT  I T S  COMPET I TORS

ARE  DO ING !

c o v e r  s t o r y  —  s p o t l i g h t  on  a s i a

This is a story about a tough decision at

Cathay Pacific Airlines, and how it differs

from the path many competitors followed.

It is about what your business can learn

from the whole thing.

At the dawn of the Coronacrisis, many

airlines —especially European and US

carriers— slammed on the brakes. That

means they froze the budget, stopped

almost every ongoing project, and

postponed upcoming projects. After six

months of Corona, this status is still active

at the most significant portion of airlines.

Moreover, there are no signs that airlines

are planning for a change in modus

operandi.I’m not in a position to judge this

approach. 

On the contrary, I believe that switching to

survival mode has been eminent for many

carriers. Nonetheless, we all know that

every crisis holds opportunities. However,

survival is not about realizing opportunities.

In the worst-case, an airline survives in the

short-term but loses in the long-term

because competitors set the future base.

Cathay Pacific’s Approach — Middle Of 
Crisis Is Such A Perfect Place Start!
Cathay Pacific chose a different approach.

Right in the middle of the first Corona

wave (June 2020), they decided to kick off

a project that aims for the digitalization of

the fueling process. And, they did not only

choose to do it, but they also executed

immediately — they selected an IT partner, 



CATHAY  PAC I F I C  JUST

MADE  A  BOLD  MOVE

THAT ’S  D I F FERENT  FROM

WHAT  I T S  COMPET I TORS

ARE  DO ING !

c o v e r  s t o r y  —  s p o t l i g h t  on  a s i a

With Singapore’s Changi airport, Cathay

Pacific selected one of the most essential

Asian hubs as launching airport. Together

with Shell, Cathay’s fuel provider in Changi,

and ID1, a German fuel management

software provider, they accomplished this

pioneering project.

Every Crisis Is An Opportunity — Cathay
Pacific’s Mantra
It seems that Cathay Pacific deeply

understood that every crisis holds an

opportunity. First, implementing a project

such as digital fueling management can be

realized in less operations-intensive times

much more efficient. Under normal

circumstances, the project duration would

probably take much longer. Second, as the

approach holds the potential for cost

savings, it will help them, the longer the

pandemic takes. And finally, once the

operations are back to normal, they can

rely on the digital process with all

contained benefits and savings potential.

A Surprising Yet Smart Move
Bearing in mind the above-mentioned,

Cathay Pacific made a smart move. They

analyzed the situation precisely and started

to take advantage of it. Whereas many

other airlines —still— handle the crisis quite

reactively, Cathay Pacific chose an active

approach. Moreover, they chose an

approach that helps them safeguard their

position and pay off as longer the crisis

takes — but especially once the crisis is

over.



S INGAPORE ’S  CHANG I  I S  AS IA ’S

F I RST  D IG I TAL  FUEL ING -READY

A IRPORT !

c o v e r  s t o r y  —  s p o t l i g h t  on  a s i a

Beginning of September, Singapore’s

Changi Airport (SIN) became the first

airport connected to a digital fuel platform.

With Shell as a fuel provider, selected

airlines from now on can rely on digital

data exchange and the elimination of

manual processes.

Due to COVID-19, airlines face enormous

pressure at the moment. They are forced to

cut costs and streamline processes while

implementing new regulations and

requirements. This sums up to a challenge

that demands massive efforts of every

airline.

The Challenge With Airline Fueling
Processes
In this context, the operational fueling

process is often a weak point at many

airlines. Usually, the words manual and

verbal perfectly characterize an airline’s

fuel process. I’m pretty sure you’re

surprised to hear that. Isn’t the airline

industry highly digital? You’re right. Now,

the problem with fueling is that every

airport is different. Different in terms of fuel

supplier, fuel provider, and used IT systems.

Therefore, the efforts for airlines are

enormous.
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The Fueling Process —Still— Consists Of
Manual And Verbal Processes
As a result, the fueling process is based on

verbal communication between an

aircraft’s cockpit crew and the fuel

supplier. Moreover, fuel slips and receipts

are often hand-written and handed over to

the cockpit crew manually.

Independent Fuel Management
Platforms
At this point, independent fuel

management platforms come in. These are

platforms that act as a middleware

between airlines and fuel provider.

Accordingly, airlines only have to connect

to one platform instead of integrating a

sheer endless number of fuel providers.

Independent fuel management platforms

did very well the recent years and

connected a considerable number of

European airports. However, Asia still was a

blind spot.

S INGAPORE ’S  CHANG I  I S  AS IA ’S  F I RST  D IG I TAL

FUEL ING -READY  A IRPORT !

c o v e r  s t o r y  —  s p o t l i g h t  on  a s i a

Singapore Changi Airport To Be First
Digital Fueling-Ready Airport In Asia
With Changi Airport, Singapore became

the first Asian airport that is entirely digital

fuel-ready. “Together with our Asian

launching customer, Cathay Pacific, and

Shell as fuel provider, we are beyond

thrilled to connect Singapore Airport to our

digital fuel network,” says Benjamin

Walther, CEO of Information Design. After

one month of joined testing between

Cathay Pacific, Shell, and Information

Design, the digital fueling process was

officially launched on 7th September 2020.

The Digital Fueling “Rally” Has Just
Started In Asia — More Will Follow
Singapore Airport
Now that the first Asian airport is ready for

the digital fueling process, it is very likely

that other airports will follow shortly.

“Currently, we are in detailed discussions

with fuel providers at Hongkong Airport

(HKG) to connect them to our fuel

management platform,” says Benjamin

Walther. “Besides that, we observe a

growing demand for digital fuel process —

driven by both Asian airlines and airports,”

he continues.
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STATE  OF  A IR L INE  FUEL

MANAGEMENT  —  THE  MOST

EXTENS IVE  I N TERV I EW

For this article I interviewed Robin

Weissgerber, Head of Product at

Information Design One. Robin is the brain

behind the world’s biggest digital fuel

network and shares tons of news, insights,

and how-to’s.

Benjamin: Great to have you here Robin.

You’re much more deeply involved in the

topic of digital fuel management. However,

I have the feeling, and I would like to know

your opinion on that, that this whole topic

has gained a lot of traction during the last

weeks. There are a lot of things going on. Is

that the case? And if so, what is your

opinion? Why is this topic getting so much

traction at the moment?

Robin: It sounds strange, but. But your

observations are correct. Well, it’s not

surprising to me, but surprising how

popular the topic is right now, because, of

course, the times are COVID-19 has really

grounded so many airlines around the

world. Operations are down more than 50

percent across the globe. Many projects

have stopped due to cost-saving measures

and everything. So you wouldn’t think that

such a project like digitalizing the fueling

process would still be on many executives’

agendas.So it’s an entirely logical way of

thinking. But it’s actually not. It’s crazy how

many airlines and fuel providers are

currently approaching us and trying to

implement our solution at different

airports and maybe for a whole network. I

think there are three main reasons for that.



So the first one, of course, is COVID-19.

COVID-19 calls for the fuel process’s

digitalization because it enables you to

limit or eliminate personal interaction

ultimately. So there’s no verbal

communication between the fueler and

the pilots anymore. No receipts that need

to be signed and everything. So, social

distancing is the norm with such a system.

The second aspect is about cost savings.

And of course, the cost savings are still a

factor right now, but probably even more

important right now because we are

looking for desperately looking, looking for

every little chance to buy to save a

penny.And the third one is about

implementing that solution. You know, it

basically reinforces the first two. It is

amazingly cheap, and it’s surprisingly

simple. This gives the airlines and the fueler

of us the reinsurance, OK, this is a project

we can actually complete at the moment.

Ben: I recently had many talks about the

network. Indeed, the network is one of the

most important benefits of such a solution.

And the more airports are connected, the

more interesting it is for airlines. What can

you tell about, first of all, the current

network, but mostly about the plans for the

future?

Robin: Well, first off, our network currently

covers 45 airports worldwide. Europe, the

USA, and Asia are aware that the rest of the

world is on the roadmap. So when we talk

about the fact that an airport is part of our 

STATE  OF  A IR L INE  FUEL  MANAGEMENT  —  THE  MOST
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network, we say that an airline that is a

customer communicates with a fueler

connected to our system at once. So let’s,

for example, take Cathay Pacific. They’re

currently working with one of the main fuel

providers in Hong Kong to connect them

to the hub. 

So as soon as they had this to provide, it’s

connected to the hub. Every other airline

using this fuel provided at Hong Kong

Airport can use it too soon as they make

some minor adjustments. So this is always

the idea behind it, you know, we say it’s 45

airports. Still, it might be even much bigger

to one specific client in special

constellations because you see, OK, I only

have to fuelers, and the two are already

connected to a network.

Ben: OK, and that also means if a new

airline joins that network, they can already

use a digital fuel process at all airports that

are connected, at least if they’re using the

same fuel provider. Talking about the

airports, the 45 airports, you mentioned

how they are distributed across the world.

Are there some hotspots where more

airports connect?

Robin: Definitely, one hotspot right now is

Europe. We have, let’s say, like 28 airports

connected in Europe. And another hotspot

is the USA. So across the whole state. So,

no, it doesn’t matter of the East Coast or

West Coast. We have another 12 airports

connected there. And then we currently

have Hong Kong. But that is almost going 
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to happen in a couple of days. And we have

Singapore. We’re in talks to connect Perth.

So, as I said, it’s ever-expanding. The same

thing goes for South America, where we’re

in talks with Avianca. And even BP,

because we’re trying to expand our

cooperation with BP worldwide because

that would help us connect even more

airports.

Ben: Let’s take a look at the other side.

Which are the airlines that are already

connected? Are there some airlines that

are heavily using it and some newcomers

that are going that way

Robin: Our biggest client is Lufthansa.

That’s also one reason why the network in

Europe is that big. But the good thing with 
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Lufthansa is that it doesn’t only mean we’re

talking with Lufthansa, so it also means

we’re talking to Swiss, Austrian and

Eurowings. But even the very small like

Edelweiss, Helvetica. That means we also

connect them to the system making the

network even more accessible to smaller,

low-cost carriers in Europe. And of course, I

already mentioned Cathay Pacific, so that’s 

one of our newest customers. But they’re

picking up the pace pretty quickly. They

started with Singapore. Now they’re doing

Hong Kong, and Perth is up next. And so

and as you know that the network down in

that region is pretty dense.

Ben: Let’s move away from airlines and

airports. Let’s talk a little bit about the 
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solution itself. What are the plans

regarding the solution? What are the

upcoming features?

Robin: You know, at the moment, we have

our hub in place. So everything is

digitalized. You get a 100 percent clean

data quality from that. This is basically the

foundation of everything. Now we want to

move beyond that. We want to expand our

offering. First off, by providing a so-called

pilot app. A pilot app is a tool that pilots

can use to be always on top of the fuel

order process. So they get that on there on

their devices. They can make a fuel order,

just a fuel order, reject the fuel order,

cancel a fuel order, get the jet fuel

milestone’s progress reports of the fuel, or

everything on their primary device.

Some airlines we are talking to already

have some solution in place for that. But

some of them are not happy with what

they’re having at the moment. Some others

are looking at some others who don’t have

anything. And we want to give pilots

flexibility or agility to adjust to different

situations as well as quickly as possible

with such an app.

Ben: And I guess it makes it much easier

for them to connect to the network?

Robin: It’s a solution that works perfectly,

that goes hand in hand with our hub. So

there is no information needed. You go to

your device’s browser, and you save it as

you save the address as a bookmark on

your device and have the app installed. So 
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every single web-enabled device in the

world can work with our app that, you

know, that’s a significant advantage. So

there is no iOS or Android app you need to

download it no matter what kind of device

they’re using. Even if there might still be

using some laptops, they can go to the

website and work there. And of course,

we’re also planning to do that for the

fuelers.

And as I already mentioned, another

advantage of using that help is the data

quality you get. We want to make the best

use out of that. So establishing a proper

business intelligence solution based on our

hub and giving the operational managers

more insights into the process that is going

on at the moment. The operation to

analyze every piece of data they have given

gives them real-time information. So this

fuel truck is currently going there and if the

fueling process is completed. You use that

much fuel. You know, there are thousands

of KPIs you can basically calculate based

on this data. And then we want to make it

a very appealing suite with timelines and

KPIs and a lot of which is moving forward.

We call it FuelOS or an operating system.

Ben: What about the investment, because

you mentioned in the beginning during

this pandemic, most airlines don’t have the

possibility they would have in regular

times. What can you say about that?
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Robin: Well, as mentioned before, some

airlines started doing the project right now,

so the investment could be that big — can’t

be that big because they still need to save

money even though they can save money

with a solution. But the thing is, we work

with a fixed implementation fee. So so

basically a fee you pay to join the network.

From there on, it’s all subscription based

on a monthly basis with different packages.

And you can switch between the packages.

They’re scalable, no matter what kind of

situation you’re in — if you only want to

cover one airport, two airports, a different

number of flights you’re operating, and of

course, various features and everything. So

this is totally up to you. You can change

your packages from month to month. Try it

out. Maybe you need it, perhaps not.

And as soon as you have implemented it,

the effects are there. So you can see, the

ROI is super quick.

Ben: Thanks for the interview!
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The worldwide COVID-19 pandemic has

changed the faith of the aviation industry

massively. From a flourishing sector that

expected constant growth rates for years to

come to pictures of aircraft parked on

runways as lockdowns forced an operational

shutdown. Analysts currently say that it will

take years to get anywhere close to the

numbers achieved before the crisis. Besides

these bleak prospects, airlines face many

more current problems that the Corona

pandemic uncovered.

Airlines worldwide are operating at

minimal capacity, which means that

something is still happening on the aprons.

Nowadays, the turnaround process is highly

optimized, supported by a wide variety of

digital solutions. In 2020 that is the norm

you expect. However, some process steps

are still requiring personal interaction,

causing a real problem at the moment.

While we have learned to stay socially

distanced in 2020 by relying on digital

solutions more than ever, those turnaround

process steps do not offer any digital

alternative yet.

HOW  A IR L INES  AROUND  THE  GLOBE

CAN  BAN  COV ID - 1 9  FROM  THE

APRON
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Fueling Process 2020 – Still Caught In
The 70s
In particular, the operational fueling

process is still heavily shaped by the

personal interaction between the fueling

provider and the pilot. The reason for that

is relatively simple. As different airlines

have contracts with different fuel providers

at every airport, it is somewhat challenging

to streamline that process across all

parties. With different IT systems in place

across all parties, it became even more

challenging to unify operational fueling all

together. That is why today, pilots still have

to shout out of the cockpit to let the fueler

know how much fuel is required. The fueler

then needs to enter the cockpit to get a

signature. Later, the signed paper and the

receipt must be handed in at the

respective office to be processed further.

As you can see, there is way too much

personal interaction needed to complete

that process.

The Best Way To Protect Your Staff
From COVID-19
In 2020 it is the utmost priority of airline

executives to keep their staff safe, and as

portrayed, the fueling process does not

help to achieve that currently. However,

some airlines and fuel providers have felt

the urge to finalize the operational fueling

process’s digitalization before 2020, as it

brings many more advantages than merely

limiting personal interactions. Take

Lufthansa, for example. They have

established their solution in cooperation

with their fuel provider in the early 2000s

and are benefiting from it since. 
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Other airlines are starting to act quickly

right now and give their operational fueling

process the much-needed digital infusion.

Cathay Pacific have started their efforts in

May 2020 and are now keeping their staff

in Hongkong and Singapore much safer

than their competitors.

A Success Story To Copy?
But how did Cathay achieve all that in such

a short time? To finalize the digitalization

of the operational fueling process, it is

required to seamlessly connect airlines and

fuel providers even though they all operate

different IT systems. The digitalization

makes that possible today. By joining the

world’s largest digital fuel network, Cathay

can now communicate with all their fuel

providers across worldwide airports. This

network utilizes a centralized hub and

standardized communication standard to

make as accessible as possible. All involved

parties can stick to their independent

digital solution but eliminate personal

interactions while also capitalizing on

other advantages as cutting delay minutes

and improving data quality.

Equipped For Today And The Future
After just a couple of months of operation,

Cathay is more than happy to have made

this bold move amid the crisis. First and

foremost, it helps them to keep their staff

safe in those testing times. But they also

see themselves better equipped than ever

for the future as being part of the biggest

largest digital fuel network helps them to

optimize their operational processes.
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Saving money is at the top of every airline’s

priority list at the moment. Even before

COVID-19, airlines constantly tried to reduce

fuel costs. In this article, you learn about a

little feature that’s (up to now) only used by a

few airlines. However, this small software

feature helps airlines to save up to $1mil —

annually!

Fuel Costs Are One Of The Most Significant
Cost Factors For Airlines
Let’s start with the numbers first. Fuel

expenses account for almost 25% of an

airline’s operating expenses. According to

IATA, the airline

industry’s 2019 fuel bill totaled $188

billion. Undoubtedly, a massive number.

Therefore, almost every airline has

applied various measures over the last

decades to shrink these costs. Process

improvements, new aircraft, fuel-efficient

engines, or fuel hedging are just a few

examples. However, there’s one approach

only a few airlines are utilizing but helps

to save up to $1 Million annually. We like

to call it the NFX function.

THE  ONE  L I T T LE  FEATURE  A IR L INES
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The Problem Many Airlines Are Facing
That Leads To Unnecessary Fuel Costs
Before we dig into the NFX function’s

details, it is crucial to understand many

airlines’ problems. The fueling process still

reflects a mainly manual and verbal

process. Pilots order fuel verbally, fuel

provider hand-over paper-based fuel slips,

etc. And that leads to a very particular

problem.

That verbal and manual process leads to an

insane fact: Airlines have to pay the fuel

provider, although they do not need to

refuel the aircraft. Don’t believe me? Here’s

why: Whenever an aircraft arrives at an

airport, the responsible fuel provider sends

out a fuel truck. Your first thought is

probably, “that makes sense.” Actually, it

makes sense for many flights but

disregards particular flights!

The Problem Starts With Tankering 
Flights!
Many airlines operate a considerable

amount of tankering flights. What’s that?

Fuel tankering is a practice whereby an

aircraft carries more fuel than required for

its next flight (trip fuel + reserve) in order to

reduce or avoid refueling at the destination

airport. And tankering flights are no rare

event. Eurocontrol calculated that alone in

the European Union, 2.1 million flights can

perform fuel tankering — annually!
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Tankering flight arrives at the airport

Fuel provider sends out a fuel truck to

the aircraft

Aircraft captain tells the fuel provider

that refueling is not required

Fuel truck leaves the aircraft

Airline has to pay for the truck’s

availability

Here Are The Unnecessary Fuel Costs
Since most of the airlines cannot

communicate digitally with its fuel

provider, the provider will send out a fuel

truck even in case of tankering flight. And

therefore, the airline has to pay. How does

that look in reality:

What’s The NFX Function That Helps
Airlines To Save $1 Million Fuel Costs
The NFX function usually is part of fuel

management software. You can call it a

smart add-on since it enriches the primary

scope of fuel management software. In

general, airlines use fuel management

software to improve the fueling process

and, especially, digitize communication

towards fuel providers. This powerful

functionality continuously calculates

whether refueling is required at the

destination airport or not. The calculation

starts before take-off and continues during

the entire flight. In case refueling is not

needed, it allows sending a message out of

the cockpit directly to the fuel provider.

That’s it. The whole trick. It’s really that

simple.
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As a result, the fuel provider does not

send out a fuel truck to the aircraft.

Ultimately, the airline avoids

unnecessary costs.

One of Europe’s major flag carriers was

the first airline to use the NFX function.

Operating a considerable amount of

tankering flights the decision paid off

very quickly. It was probably one of the

fastest ROIs ever achieved. After one

year the annual savings reached

almost $1 Million.

Of course, the saving potential
depends on an airline’s network and
the number of tankering flights
operated. For smaller airlines or
airlines that are focused on long-
haul flights the potential might be
less. However, during these testing
times every dollar counts! Therefore,
we highly encourage airlines to
assess this possibility and realize
this additional savings potential
now!
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Although Corona is the single dominating

topic in the aviation world at the moment,

the aspect of sustainability hasn’t vanished.

On the contrary, eco friendly operations will

be critical for every airline in the next

decades. And it was good to see that many

airlines —at least before Corona— have started

to take the topic seriously. Moreover, many

airlines invested immense sums in becoming

more eco friendly.

But what are the results? And which airlines

have done good so far and which need to do

some homework? Since we work closely with

airlines in performance monitoring and fuel 

efficiency, we were curious to know the

details. That’s why we went through

many reports that rate airlines, according

to eco-friendliness. After analyzing many

of them, we believe that atmosfair

provides the most comprehensive and

reliable information about eco-friendly

airlines.

The atmosfair Airline Index compares

and ranks the carbon efficiency of the

200 largest airlines of the world. The

formula contains every flight the aircraft

type, engines, winglets, seating and

freight capacity, and load factors for both

passengers and co-loaded freight.

WORLD ’S  30  MOST  ECO  FR I ENDLY

A IR L INES
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In case you don’t have time to go through

the entire list, here are the essential

aspects of the 2018 report.

European Airlines Are The Most Eco
Friendly
It seems that European airlines take the

topic of sustainability super seriously. Three

out of the top five eco friendly airlines are

based in Europe. On top of that, when we

take a look at the top ten, we find seven

European airlines among the most eco

friendly airlines. And when taking a look at

the top 30, you will recognize that

European airlines account for 33% of the

most eco friendly airlines. I’d say: Well

done!

China Surprises — Positively
I want to very honest. When I started

collecting the data, I didn’t expect to find

many carriers from China among the top

30 most eco friendly airlines. 
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If you are from China and reading this right

now, I genuinely apologize for my

prejudice because the opposite is the case.

Not only that, a Chinese airline is ranked

3rd (China West Air); we can also find seven

Chinese carriers among the list of top 30

most eco friendly airlines.

US & North American Airlines Badly
Disappoint
Actually, a result that was even more

surprising than to see so many Chinese

airlines. I definitely expected to see —at

least— many airlines from North America in

the list of the 30 most eco friendly airlines.

Certainly more than from China, Asia, or

South America. However, only three

airlines, one from the US and one from

Canada, made it to the top 30. So, there’s

definitely room for improvement!



WORLD ’S  30  MOST  ECO  FR I ENDLY  A IR L INES

RANK  1  —  1 5

1 TUI Airways Europe 79 . 3

2 LATAM Brasil South America 78 .8

3 China West Air Asia 7 7 .8

4 TUIfly Europe 7 7 .6

5 Transavia Europe 76 . 3

6 SunExpress Europe 74 .9

7 Thomas Cook* Europe 74 . 7

8 Air Europa Express Europe 7 3 .4

9 Condor Europe 7 1 .8

1 0 Juneyao Airlines Asia 70 .9

1 1 Jet2 Europe 70 .8

1 2 Air Europa Europe 70 . 7

1 3 Air New Zealand Australia 70 . 5

1 4 Vietnam Airlines Asia 70 .4

1 5 Beijing Capital Airlines Asia 69 .8
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WORLD ’S  30  MOST  ECO  FR I ENDLY  A IR L INES

RANK  1  —  1 5

1 6 S7 Airlines Asia 69 . 2

1 7 KLM Europe 68 .9

1 8 Virgin Australia Australia 68 . 5

1 9 Air New Zealand Link Australia 68 . 3

20 Air Caraibes North America 68 . 2

2 1 Avianca South America 67 .9

22 Alaska Airlines North America 67 .4

2 3 Shandong Airlines Asia 67 .4

24 Sichuan Airlines Asia 67 .4

2 5 Thai Airways Asia 67 .4

26 Air Transat North America 67 . 1

2 7 UTair Asia 66 .9

28 Air India Express Asia 66 .8

29 Hong Kong Airlines Asia 66 . 2

30 Shenzhen Airlines Asia 66 . 1
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7  SURPR I S ING

FACTS  ABOUT

A IR L INE  FUEL

COSTS

Despite COVID-19, fuel costs still

represent a huge cost driver for

airlines. However, we wanted to

know the details. That’s why we

searched available resources for

interesting facts about airline fuel

costs. And here’s the result: 

7 surprising facts about airline

fuel costs!



Fact #1 — On Average Fuel Costs
Account For 26% Of An Airline’s Total
Expenditures
Let’s start with the most impressive figure.

On average, airline fuel costs account for

one-quarter of their total expenditures.

However, and as you can see in the below

chart, the figure is highly variable. With

more than 30% in 2012 and 2013, the

number decreased steadily and reached

19.1% in 2016. In 2018 and 2019, the costs

rose again to ~23%. As a direct result of

COVID-19 2020, expenses are likely to reach

an all-time low with only 15%.

Fact #2 — In 2019, Airlines’ Fuel Bill
Totalled $188 Billion
To make fact #1 more tangible, we

researched the total fuel spendings airlines

faced in 2019. And here’s the result: In 2019 
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airline fuel costs totaled $188 Billion

(Source: IATA). That definitely reflects a

considerable amount of money. Need a

comparison? Jeff Bezos, the richest man in

the world with $200 Billion, could pay

airlines’ fuel bills for a bit more than a year.

Fact #3 — Average Fuel Costs Of A
Single Flights Is $7,000
Let’s break down the massive number of

$188 Billion and have a look on single

flights. On average, an airline faces fuel

costs of $7,000 for a single flight. Of course,

this highly depends on the type of flight.

Fuel costs for long-haul flights quickly

exceed $10,000, whereas short-haul flights

can be operated with $4,000.
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Fact #4 — Fuel Efficiency Improved By
53% Last 30 Years
This really is a fantastic figure. Actually, it is

no secret that airlines invested immense

sums in improving fuel efficiency and

reducing fuel costs. Modern, more fuel-

efficient aircraft, improved processes are

just a few examples of investments. As a

result, airlines’ fuel efficiency steadily

improved, ending with a decrease of 53%

in fuel costs (2018 compared to 1990).

Without implemented fuel measures,

airline fuel costs in 2019 would have

exceeded $280 Billion! Or in other words:

Fuel-efficiency measures saved airlines

more than $90 Billion in 2019.

Fact #5 — Norwegian And WizzAir
Operate The Most Fuel Efficient Flights
There are many statistics concerning the

fuel efficiency and sustainability of airlines.

Moreover, depending on the calculation

model, the results are also slightly different.

However, we want to present two exciting

figures about Norwegian and WizzAir —

both airlines that are considered most fuel-

efficient at the moment. Both Norwegian

and Wizzair state that they operate flights

with 2.27 L/100 km per passenger

consumption.
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Fact #6 — Fuel Prices Massively Vary
Between Regions, Countries, And
Airports
Okay, let’s start with the less-surprising

fact: There’s not one single worldwide fuel

price. On the contrary, similar to gas

stations, fuel prices differ widely. On

average, South America is considered as

the most expensive, followed by North

America. Middle East airports usually are

on top of the cheapest airports in terms of

fuel. However, fuel prices also differ

between airports in the same country.

That’s why —especially on short-haul flights

— airlines regularly apply the tankering

concept.

Fact #7 — $4 Billion — Biggest Ever
Achieved Savings Through Fuel Hedging
We can’t confirm this number 100% since

not all airlines provide details about their

fuel hedging activities. Nevertheless, many

resources state that Southwest Airlines is

the king of fuel hedging. Their very

aggressive fuel hedging measures between

1999 and 2008 helped Southwest Airlines

to save more than $4 Billion. Although we

can’t confirm that there’s no other airline

that has done better, the approach was

definitely a success for Southwest’s CFO.

After 5 years of successful hedging, he was

appointed CEO in 2004.
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Despite COVID: Milan Airport (LIN) Joins
Global Digital Fuel Network
As the second Italian airport, Milan Linate

(LIN) was connected to the global digital fuel

network in September. The digital fuel

network allows airlines and fuel providers to

digitize the entire fueling process-related

communication. Thereby, all stakeholders

achieve benefits such as reduced delays, cost

savings, and process optimization.

By connecting to the digital fuel network,

Milan Linate leaves the group of old-fashioned

fueling airports. Surprisingly, the fueling

process at many airports still is very manual.

The problem with fueling is that every airport

is different. Different in terms of fuel supplier,

fuel provider, and used IT systems.

After Rome (FCO), Milan Linate is the second

Italian airport that’s now connected to the

digital fuel network. However, looking at

Europe in total, more than 25 airports have

been linked to the fuel network. That includes

major hubs, such as Frankfurt (FRA), London

(LHR), or Amsterdam (AMS) — but also mid-

sized airports, for example, Zurich (ZRH),

Vienna (VIE), or Goteborg (GOT).

Prague Becomes The 26th European
Airport To Join The Digital Fuel
Network
As the first airport of the Czech Republic

and 26th European airport, Prague’s

Vaclav Havel Airport was connected to

the global digital fuel network in

September.

Besides Budapest and Bucharest, Prague

is the third Eastern European airport

connected to the digital fuel network.

However, looking at Europe in total, more

than 25 airports have been linked to the

fuel network. That includes major hubs,

such as Frankfurt (FRA), London (LHR), or

Amsterdam (AMS) — but also mid-sized

airports, for example, Zurich (ZRH),

Vienna (VIE), or Goteborg (GOT).
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A B O U T
T H E
A U T H O R S
Benjamin is an information-enthusiast, a
content-maniac, and CEO of Information
Design (in this order). 

In his 20's he co-founded aviationexperts, a

company focused on delivering first-class

consulting services to the aviation industry.

Initially started with two employees,  the

company had grown within 4 years to become

+20 employees, generating a 7-digit turnover and

serving renowned airlines such as Lufthansa,

Emirates, S7, or Saudi Arabian Airlines.

In 2017 he joined Information Design as CEO with

the vision of developing cutting-edge

information products that help companies to

create awareness, drive insights and ultimately

boost their corporate performance!

He's a fan of social media and genuinely believe

that creating and the free distribution of content

is essential. That's why he's pot-committed to

writing blog posts, hosting podcasts, and creating

videos and other media.

Mail: benjamin.office@id1.de

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/benjaminwalther

Instagram: ben__id1

Twitter: @Ben__ID1
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A B O U T
T H E
A U T H O R S
Robin is the young gun at Information Design
already leaving his mark on aviation industry.

“Better start early” was probably the mantra Robin

embraced when he started working in the

aviation industry in 2016. As a project member at

aviationexperts he earned his first stripes while

working on extensive consulting projects for

Emirates and Lufthansa.  

After joining Information Design in 2017 together

with Benjamin, he was able to flourish in the field

of business intelligence and quickly took over

control of several crucial projects and products for

worldwide airline clients.

After taking an educational hiatus to complete

his master’s degree, Robin has rejoined

Information Design and is ready to help your

airline to capitalize on the advantages of

eFueling. If we can trust his word, this guide is just

the beginning of that. He has some more aces

ideas up his sleeve.  

Mail: robin.weissgerber@id1.de

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/robinweissgerber
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I N FORMAT ION  DES IGN
abou t  u s

At Information Design we provide solutions

to help businesses gain control of their

performance — always led by the superior

goal of designing solutions, specifically for

the way people work today and building a

foundation for insights, awareness, and

solid business decisions.

Find out more on our website

www.id1.de

We believe that information is the
single most important asset to drive a
company's success.

Information Design was founded in 1996

with the clear vision to turn data into

valuable and insightful information.

Dedicated to this idea, Information Design

grew steadily to more than 60 employees

at its headquarters in Frankfurt and

attracted internationally renowned airlines. 
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I N FORMAT ION  DES IGN
ou r  a v i a t i o n  c l i e n t s

We are proud and humbled to work with
some of the most renowned airlines in
the entire universe.

Here are some of our favourite clients.
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